EC Declaration of Conformity

Manufacturer Name: Nano Dimension Technologies Ltd.
Manufacture Address: 2 Ilan Ramon St., Ness Ziona Science Park Israel

Model Name: DragonFly2020 Pro
Serial number range: Pro700-Pro999
Description of equipment: 3D Electronic printer
Directives compliance: EMC: 2014/30/EU
LVD :2014/35/EU

Harmonized standards to which conformity is declared:

EN 55032:2012+AC (13) CLASS A
EN 55024: 2010
IEC 60950-1:2005 / A2:2013
EN 60950-1:2006 / A2 2013:

We the undersigned hereby declare that the equipment to which this declaration related is in conformity with the above directive and standards.

Authorized person: Full Name: Yael Sandler
Email: yael@nano-di.com
Date of issue: Feb 2018
Place of issue: Ness Ziona, Israel

The technical documentation is kept at the following address:

Company: Nano Dimension Technologies Ltd.
Address: 2 Ilan Ramon St., Ness Ziona Science Park Israel
Phone number +972.73.750.9295
E-mail: eyal@nano-di.com